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 here are now serious concerns that Nigeria may 
become a dumping ground for for disused fossil Tenergy technology as it seems the nation is not ready 

yet for post petroleum economy.

The federal government had maintained over time that 
Nigeria is not in a hurry to abandon her huge petroleum 
resources and the development and rush into net- zero 
carbon emission technology.
But there is the need for Nigeria and other African countries 
to urgently embrace renewable energy sources so as not to 
be left behind in the ongoing rapid global movement from 
dirty energy to clean energy.

Meanwhile, the landing cost of Premium Motor Spirit 
(petrol) imported into the country has been on the  increase 
to a new high of N249.42 per litre on the back of high global 
crude oil prices even as federal government is also weighing 
possible ways to bring about the much expected full 
deregulation of the downstream sector.

The further rise in the landing cost of petrol means increased 
subsidy as the pump price of the product remains steady at 
N162-N165 per litre.

Industry experts are saying that this is the deep hole we have 
dug for ourselves. Because of bad governance over the years, 
trust between those governing and the governed has been 
broken.  Correct and sustainable economic decisions have 
been sacrificed on the altar of political expediency. It is now 
difficult to remove this albatross around our necks because 
of a history of poor governance and so the hole continues to 
get deeper and deeper.

Two options, we either reach the point of no return when we 
can no longer afford to import petrol or perhaps and in the 
most likely scenario they will wait for the Dangote Refinery.  
The hope being that it will make the pain more bearable.
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                             ……………. REFINERY..………….

AMCON Refutes Claim of Taking Over Dangote Refinery 

ssets Management Corporation of Nigeria 
(AMCON) has refuted report that it plans to A
take over the Dangote Refinery over debts 

owed by the Dangote Group to banks, the corporation 
have denied such claims, saying it have no business 
with the group as the refinery is not in it's debtors list.
Some online news platforms had on Tuesday reported 
that Africa's richest man, Aliko Dangote, could forfeit 
the Dangote Refinery over a $7 billion debt burden 
owed to commercial banks in the country with a 
possible takeover by AMCON.

AMCON, however, denied such plans. It said neither 
Dangote Refinery or the Dangote Group are on its 
debtors' list, hence it couldn't have 
plan to take over the assets.
Head of Corporate Communications 
at AMCON, Jude Nwauzor, told 
newsmen that since the Dangote 
Group is not on its debtors list, the 
rumour that it was planning to take 
over the assets of Dangote Refineries 
is false.

Multiple sources in the Dangote 
Group also said the report was “false 
and malicious”, as the group has the 
capacity to service and pay its debt.
AMCON had in 2010 purchased 
12,743 bad loans worth N3.8 trillion 
from 22 Eligible Financial Institutions 

(EFIs) for a purchase price of N1.8 trillion.
According to AMCON, Dangote Refineries was not part 
of the bad debts that it took over and there was no way 
it would be taking over the assets of the company now.

The Federal Executive Council (FEC) had recently 
approved the acquisition of 20 per cent minority stake 
by the Nigerian National Petroleum Corporation 
(NNPC) in the Dangote Petroleum and Petrochemical 
Refinery.
Dangote Oil Refinery is a 650,000-barrel per day (BPD) 
integrated refinery project under construction in the 
Lekki Free Zone of Lagos.
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s the fire incident involving an LPG truck in AIkeja, Lagos continue to resonant marketers are 
now seeking for improved safety and certification of 
LPG trucks transporting LPG across Nigeria.

The Nigeria Association of Liquefied Natural Gas 
Marketers (NALPGAM) has called for improvement in 
the handling and distribution of LPG to ensure safety.

Collaborating the need for safety an official of Depot 
and Petroleum Products Marketers Association of 
Nigeria (DAPPMAN) said that the certification of LPG 
trucks requires more than 'road worthiness' inspection.

“I believe the certification of LPG trucks requires more 
than 'road worthiness' inspection! Any loaded gas truck 
is a 'bomb' in transit depending on the state of the truck 
which is determined by the maintenance culture of the 
owner

“I do not have full facts but with what I've read about 
this incident, that truck shouldn't have been loaded in 
the first instance. We should track the owner and the gas 
plant from which it loaded and let all who are liable face 
t h e  m u s i c .
For as long as no one is penalised, for so long will 
people detach themselves from culpability”

Meanwhile the Executive Secretary, Nigeria 
Association of Liquefied Natural Gas Marketers 
(NALPGAM) Mr Bassey Essien, said that the 
incident highlighted the need to improve safety in 
handling and distribution of Liquefied Petroleum 
Gas (LPG).

According to him, the frequency of such 
incidents is becoming alarming, which is not 
good for the image of Nigeria and the gas 
business itself.

“As an association, we have always tried our best 
to heighten the awareness on the safe handling of 
LPG at homes, at retail shops and in transit.

“We have a training centre where we undertake 
training in collaboration with consultants to the 
Department of Petroleum Resources on the safe 
handling and trucking of LPG,” he said.

NALPGAM and DAPPMAN Seek Improved Safety and Certification of LPG Trucks

He noted that NALPGAM was awaiting a 
comprehensive report of what led to the 
incident from the relevant authorities and 
would utilise its recommendations to enhance 
safety.

Essien said while the Federal Government was 
working on encouraging more Nigerians to 
switch to gas as energy of choice, such 
incidents were capable of thwarting the efforts 
of government.

He said there was, therefore, need for every 
operator to adhere to the safety measures put in 
place to safeguard the usage and distribution of 

LPG at all times.

Essien commiserated with the families of the 
victims of the Lagos gas tanker explosion.

It was said that the LPG tanker had exploded at 
Mobolaji Bank Anthony Way, Ikeja, Lagos, 
damaging a part of the Ogun State Property 
Investment Company (OPIC) Plaza, housing 
several commercial entities.

11 persons were also injured in the explosion while 
no fewer than 25 vehicles were destroyed.

Essien said: “For every incident of this nature that 
happens and involves loss of lives and property, we 
as an association; we are not happy.

“We want to use this opportunity to commiserate 
with the families of those who passed on as a result 
of the incident.

“We pray that the Almighty God will give them the 
fortitude to bear the loss. We also want to reach out 
and commiserate with the Lagos State Government 
and the citizens.”
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                             …………………. GAS………………

NLNG Signs Pact with Three Firms to Deliver 1.1 Tons of Gas to Domestic Market

he Nigeria Liquified Natural Gas Limited 
(NLNG) signed Sales and Purchase 
Agreements, (SPAs) with three local T

companies to deliver 1.1 million tonnes of Liquefied 
Natural Gas, LNG annually to the domestic market.

This is even as stakeholders have concluded plans to 
conduct the groundbreaking of the nation's $12 billion 
LNG Train 7 project next week.

However, the agreements with Asiko Power Limited, 
Bridport Energy Limited and Gas-Plus Synergy 
Limited are expected to boost gas supply to power, 
industries, and domestic use.

Speaking at the event in Abuja, the Managing Director 
of NLNG, Mr. Tony Attah said the SPAs will facilitate 
the project execution and development of 
infrastructure led by off-takers to aid LNG delivery 
into the domestic market.

Specifically, he said: “Our commitment, as a corporate 
entity, to unlocking gas utilization is now backed by 
the execution of Sales and Purchase Agreements 
(SPAs) to supply 1.1 Million Tonnes Per Annum 
(MTPA) of LNG on DES basis to Asiko Power 
Limited, Bridport Energy Limited, and Gas-Plus 
Synergy Limited. The SPAs will facilitate the project 
execution and development of infrastructure led by 
off-takers to aid LNG delivery into the domestic 
market.

“The execution of these SPAs follows a Domestic 
LNG (DLNG) Workshop was held in November 2019 
to stress test the delivery model with industry 
stakeholders and a series of engagements to identify 
suitable actors to co-create the initiative and stimulate 
market interest for potential off-takers.”

He said: “With Nigeria's enormous gas reserves, I am 
not in doubt that with the right drive from the 
government and the support of corporate 
organizations, we as a nation can stand with our head 
held high to be counted among major players. The 

government has demonstrated its 
readiness to take the gas sector to the 
next level by declaring this decade 
our nation's Decade of Gas.

“We believe this will be the decade 
for us to leverage on our gas reserves 
to accelerate our power generation 
solutions through Gas-to-Power 
projects. It will be the decade when 
as a nation we stop reporting deaths 
from pollution through the use of 
wood and solid fuels as domestic 
energy sources. And it will be the 
decade for empowering local SMEs 

to take advantage of the various investment 
opportunities that the Decade of Gas will attract.”

Commenting on the LNG Train 7, he said: “addition to 
the Domestic LNG Scheme, we have the ongoing 
Train 7 project with the capacity to attract about $10bn 
in foreign direct investment. We are also looking to 
expand the LPG value chain by increasing our supply 
to the domestic market, guaranteeing LPG supply and 
enhancing its affordability, and enabling the 
development of a value network for a sustainable 
ecosystem.”

He added: “May I stress again that this is a 
collaborative effort, and the active participation of all 
stakeholders will be required for us as a nation to reach 
the Promised Land and to attain the dream of 
economic expansion, industrialization, and improved 
opportunities for all Nigerians, flying on the wings of 
gas. It is time for gas.”

Similarly, the Managing Director of Asiko Power 
Limited, Mr. Felix Okundayo observed that though the 
deal took long in the making, it would revolutionize 
the gas supply market in the country.
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Train 7 : IPMAN Commends FG Over Efforts to Actualise Gas Powered Economy

he Independent Petroleum Marketers 
Association of Nigeria (IPMAN) has 
commended the federal government over the T

effort and the vigour to Actualise a gas economy in 
Nigeria through Train 7

IPMAN sad that Nigeria Liquefied Natural Gas 
(NLNG) Train 7 project, is a game changer for gas 
utilisation in Nigeria.

IPMAN'S President, Mr Chinedu Okoronkwo, made 
this known on Thursday in Lagos.

President Muhammadu Buhari on Tuesday performed 
the ground breaking of the Train 7 project construction, 
as part of efforts to transform Nigeria to a gas-powered 
economy by 2030.

Okoronkwo said IPMAN was delighted with the 
vigour the Federal Government was deploying in 
actualising the National Gas Policy of 2007.

“We are very happy that the Train 7 project is moving 
toward becoming a reality with the ground breaking 
conducted on Tuesday by the President.

“The project is a game changer because it will play a 
critical role in the utilisation of Nigeria's abundant gas 
resources for national development,” he said.

Okoronkwo further noted that the project would create 
job opportunities for young Nigerians in Engineering, 
procurement and construction as well as boost local 
capacity in the oil and gas industry.

He said the declaration of Year 2021 to Year 2030 as the 
“Decade of Gas Development” by the government 
would also be given a boost by such projects.

Okoronkwo reiterated that IPMAN would continue to 
support efforts to deepen gas utilisation in the country.

He said: “We (IPMAN) have a collaboration pact with 
Petroleum Equalisation Fund on how to help marketers 
distribute gas to the nooks and crannies of the country.

“The deal entails funding and co-location of mini-
depots in existing facilities and suitable locations 
owned by IPMAN members.

“The target is to set up 100 plants each in Lagos, Kano, 
Port Harcourt and Enugu and 50 each in other states 
under the first phase.”

The Train 7 project will ramp up NLNG's production 
capacity by 35 per cent from 22 million MTPA to 
around 30 million MTPA.

The project is anticipated to create about 12,000 new 
jobs and an additional 40,000 indirect jobs.
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Stakeholders Advocate Broader Exploration of Renewable Energy Resources 
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he President, Renewable Energy Association 
of Nigeria (REAN), Dr Segun Adaju, says 
over 23 million households and 17 million T

Small and Medium Enterprises (SME) in the country 
rely on generators for an average of eight hours daily.

He spoke at the Lagos Chamber of Commerce and 
Industry (LCCI) virtual Lagos Solar Energy 
Conference and Expo 2021, on Friday, June 25.

The event, with the theme: “Exploring Opportunities 
in the Renewable Energy Sector for Sustainable 
Development”, was the maiden edition.

It was a forum at which stakeholders said that 
exploring the untapped abundance of various 
renewable energy resources would address the 
country's electricity deficit.

Adaju said that Solar Direct, a renewable energy 
project, had the aim of displacing one million 
generators by 2030 and replacing them with rooftop 
solar.

He, however, listed some barriers to renewable 
energy uptake in the country.

These, he said, include limited access to finance at 
different stages of project, high cost of renewable 
energy technology solutions, lack of access to 
knowledge and adequate capacity.

Adaju also cited administrative and regulatory 
barriers, underdeveloped local supply chain and 
present market distortion.

He advocated the use of Public Private Partnership 
(PPP) to boost the lot of energy sector.

According to him, the arrangement will enable 

government to attract private sector investment in 
public infrastructure services.

“PPPs allow governments to utilise the efficiency and 
expertise of the private sector in providing public 
services which have been traditionally delivered by 
the public sector.

”The mechanism also allows governments to transfer 
either fully or partially the risk of owning and 
operating an infrastructure asset to a private party, 
which can reduce the overall project cost to the 
governments,” he said.

Dr Sunny Akpoyibo, President, Council for 
Renewable Energy Nigeria, called for an integrated 
campaign to drive public enlightenment on the need 
to change the negative public perception of solar 
energy.

He said apathy on solar energy option was driven by 
high rate of failed installation, high initial cost and 
proliferation of substandard materials.

Akpoyibo identified other factors as inability to attain 
base load, ill trained technicians, and lack of 
integrated energy policy and governance.

He noted that in spite of its ability to provide constant 
power, solar energy had suffered decades of negative 
public perception and poor understanding, which had 
made its attraction to the public to remain abysmally 
low.

“The campaign should be three pronged to capture 
the public, government (inclusive of its political class 
and Ministries, Departments and Agencies) and 
invested stakeholders such as developers, 
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                             ………………. FINANCE.....………

NNPC Will Declared First Dividend to Nigerians in Months Ahead – Kyari

he Group Managing 

Director of Nigerian 

National Petroleum T
Corporation (NNPC) has 

said the Corporation will in 

months ahead declare its 

first dividend to Nigerians as 

it prepares to release its 

2020 financial statements in 

the third quarter of this 

year.

Kyari disclosed this in Lagos 

while delivering an address 

at the opening ceremony of 

t h e  N i g e r i a  A n n u a l  

International Conference 

and Exhibition organised by 

the Society of Petroleum 

Engineers.

He said, “Everything we are 

doing must align with the 

wider national interest. And 

therefore, NNPC, being the 

representatives of all of us 

and, is, of course, a very 

potential global player – this 

is our ambition and we are 

getting there.

“And I can tell you, within 

the next month or two 

maximum, we will publish 

our statement of accounts 

for 2020. And I can also 

confirm to you that for the 

first time in our history, we 

will declare dividend to the 

Nigerian people.”

Kyari said the corporation 

would play a key role in the 

global transition to low 

carbon energy in the near 

future.

“Our tremendous natural gas 

reserves have become our 

greatest enabler to smooth 

transition to low carbon 

energy. We are deepening 

natural gas utilisation under 

the national gas expansion 

plan to earn more carbon 

credits and create a net zero 

carbon environment in line 

with our drive to becoming an 

energy company of global 

excellence,” he added.
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 Seplat Grows Half Year Profit Before Deferred Tax by 142.7 Percent

eplat Energy Plc recorded an impressive half year 
(H1) 2021 scorecard with profit before deferred Stax (PBT) of $62.1million, representing an 

increase of 142.7percent as against H1'20. Highlights of 
the company's financial further show that revenue 
went up 32percent to $308.8 million in H1'21, from 
$233.5million in H1'20; earnings before interest, taxes, 
depreciation, and amortization (EBITDA) of $178.9 
million; cash generated from operations ($125.8 
million); cash at bank ($298.8 million) and net debt of 
$456.4 million.

In the half year (H1) period, Seplat pronounced an 
interim dividend at a rate of US2.5 cents (United States 
Two and Half Cents) per Ordinary Share, subject to 
appropriate withholding tax (WHT), to be paid to Seplat 
Energy's shareholders whose names appear in the 
Register of Members as at the close of business on 
August 12, 2021.

Both the Nigerian Exchange (NGX) Limited and London 
Stock Exchange hosted Seplat Energy Plc on Thursday 
July 29 to commemorate Seplat's first dual Capital 
Markets Day . The event marked an important 
milestone for Seplat marking its name change from 
Seplat Petroleum Development Company Plc to Seplat 
Energy Plc.

While the company's total rebranding is underway, the 
leading Nigerian independent energy company listed 

on both the Nigerian Exchange and the London Stock 

Exchange announced its unaudited results for the half 

year (H1) ended June 30, 2021.

The operational highlights show: working-interest oil 

and gas production within guidance at 50,786 barrels 

of oil equivalent per day (boepd); liquids production 

of 30,028 barrels of oil per day (bopd) in H1 2021, gas 

production up 21percent to 120 million standard 

cubic feet per day (MMscfd); Oben-50 and 51 gas 

wells completed in the period and producing; safety 

record extended to more than 20.5 million man hours 

without LTI on Seplat-operated western assets; while 

first liftings from Amukpe-Escravos Pipeline expected 

fourth-quarter (Q4) 2021.

Seplat successful issue of $650 million 7.75% senior 

notes to redeem existing $350 million 9.25% senior 

notes and repay $250 million drawn on $350 million 

Revolving Credit Facility (RCF); Refinanced $100 

million Westport RBL facility; raised a $50 million 

offtake linked to the RBL in July; and total capital 

expenditure of $57.5 million.
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 Seplat Grows Half Year Profit Before Deferred Tax by 142.7 Percent

                             ………………. FINANCE.....………

To enable Seplat's Registrar, Datamax Registrars 
Limited, prepare for the payment of the interim 
dividend, the Register of Shareholders will be 
closed on August 13, 2021. The Qualification Date 
is at the Close of Business on August 12, 2021. 
Note that on the London Stock Exchange: The 
Associated Record Date will be August 12, 2021 
and the Ex-Dividend date will be August 11, 2021. 
Date will be August 12, 2021 and the Ex-Dividend 
date will be August 11, 2021.

Seplat said in the corporate action announcement 
that the exchange rate for the Naira or Pounds 
Sterling amounts payable to shareholders will be 
determined by reference to the relevant exchange 
rates applicable to the US dollar on August 11and 
will be communicated by the Company on August 
12.

On or around September 13, 2021, the interim 
dividend will  be paid electronically to 
shareholders whose names appear on the 
Register of Members as at August 12, 2021, and 
who have completed the e-dividend registration 
and mandated the Registrar to pay their interim 
dividend directly into their bank accounts.

Shareholders holding their shares on the Nigerian 
Exchange Limited without a valid Nigerian 
Certificate for Capital Importation (CCI) will be 
paid their dividend in Naira as the default 
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currency. Shareholders holding their shares on the 
Nigerian Exchange Limited with a valid CCI will be 
paid their dividend in US dollars as the default 
currency.

“However, those shareholders may instead elect 
to receive their entire dividend payment in Naira 
(partial elections are not permissible).

“Evidence of the CCI must be provided to Datamax 
Registrars Limited; and shareholders holding their 
shares through depository interests on the 
London Stock Exchange will be paid their dividend 
in US dollars as the default currency.
“However, those shareholders may instead elect 
to receive their entire dividend payment in 
pounds sterling. Partial elections are not 
permissible”, Seplat said in a July 29 notice signed 
by Emeka Onwuka Chief Financial Officer.

“Shareholders who have a dividend currency 
option, must make the election to the Company's 
Registrars by August 27, 2021, otherwise the 
dividend will be paid in the default currency. The 
election form will be sent out to the relevant 
shareholders and can also be found on the 
Company website. Those shareholders holding 
their shares on the Nigerian Exchange Limited 
who hold a valid CCI should notify SEPLAT's 
Nigerian Registrars, DataMax Registrars Limited 
(DataMax), of that fact”, the company further said



                             ………………. POWER…....………

TotalEnergies Starts Buybacks As Rallying Oil Price Boosts Earning

o t a l E n e r g i e s  w i l l  b e  
allocating up to 40 percent 
of additional cash flow to T

share buybacks as ral ly ing 
commodity prices helped it 
generate in the second quarter 
more than double cash flow from 
operations compared to Q2 2020.

To ta l E n e rg i e s  re p o r te d  o n  
Thursday an adjusted net income 
of $3.46 billion for the second 
quarter of 2021, up from $129 
million for Q2 2020, and 20 percent 
higher compared to the pre-crisis 
Q2 2019 quarter. Cash flow from 
operations jumped by 63 percent 
from Q2 2020 to $6.8 billion for the 
second quarter of this year.

“In the second quarter, thanks to 
the progressive recovery of global 
demand and OPEC+ discipline, 
TotalEnergies benefited from oil 
and gas markets that were 13% 
and 28% higher respectively 
quarter to quarter,” said Patrick 
Pouyanné, CEO of the company 
which rebranded from Total to 
TotalEnergies two months ago to 
reflect its pivot to growing 
renewable and low-carbon energy 
solutions.

“In addition, given the high 
hydrocarbon prices and gearing 
below 20%, in respect of the 
strategy of TotalEnergies and 
consistent with the cash flow he 
company said.

allocation scheme 
p r e s e n t e d  i n  
February 2021, the 
Board of Directors 
decided to allocate 
up to 40% of the 
additional cash 
f low generated 
above $60/b to 
share buybacks,” 
the company said.

If oil and gas prices 
stay around the 
f i rs t - h a l f  2 0 2 1  
l e v e l s  f o r  t h e  
remainder of the 
year—that is Brent 
at around $65 a 
b a r r e l  a n d  
$ 8 / M B t u  o f  
n at u ra l  ga s  i n  
Europe—TotalEner
gies expects its 
c a s h  f l o w  
g e n e r a t i o n  t o  
exceed $25 billion 
this year.

The group keeps 
i n v e s t m e n t  
d i s c i p l i n e  a n d  
plans total net 
investments at $12 

billion-$13 billion in 2021, of which 
50 percent will go to renewables 
and electricity.

Following the release of the 
results, TotalEnergies shares were 
up by 2.5 percent in pre-market 
trade in New York.

TotalEnergies' European rival Shell 
(NYSE: RDS.A) also announced a 
buyback today, of $2 billion, 
targeted to be completed by the 
end of this year, with Shell shares 
surging by over 4 percent pre-
market in New York.
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                             …………………. COVER……………

he Minister of State for 
Petroleum Resources, TChief Timiprye Sylva has 

s a i d  t h a t  t h e  F e d e r a l  
government is determined to 
encourage more penetration of 
natural gas and its derivatives 
for domestic utilization, power 
g e n e r a t i o n ,  g a s - b a s e d  
industries and all aspects of 
national economy.

 Sylva spoke at 44th edition of 
the Nigeria Annual International 
Conference and Exhibition 
(NAICE) of the Society of 
Petroleum Engineers (SPE), 

Avoiding and Calming the  Intractable Storms of the Ambitious AKK and  Trans-Sahara Gas Pipelines Projects

Nigeria with the theme: “the 
Future of Energy – A Trilogy of 
Determinants: Climate Change, 
Public Health and the Global Oil 
Market” 

According to the Minister  there is 
a scenario being projected by 
some energy experts which 
suggest that energy transition to 
low carbon energy sources would 
make the world a better living 
place with a cleaner climate. This, 
he said is also inline with the 
federal  government's  thoughts, 
plan and purposes.

However, he stated categorically 
that Nigeria's approach towards 
the climate-change-net-zero-
emission debate is to optimize the 
use of its abundant gas resource 
domestically as a transition fuel 
option towards meeting nationally 
determined contributions on 
climate change.

Piqued by the wave of divestment 
by the oil majors in Nigeria the 
Nigerian National Petroleum 
Corporation (NNPC),  Group 
Managing Director, Mallam Mele 
Kyari said at the SPE conference 
that the Corporation will soon 
develop a Comprehensive il 

D i v e s t m e n t  P o l i c y  f o r  
International Oil Companies ( 
IOCs) operating in the country to 
protect  strategic  nat ional  
interest.

He said that the divestment was 
being driven by global energy 
transition which was making the 
IOCs diversify their portfolios to 
low-carbon investments.

Kyari however, said that energy 
consumption would increase 
beyond what renewable energy 
sources can meet by 2050 
especially with the anticipated 

economic growth and rising 
population of Asia and Africa. 
The NNPC boss no doubt may 
have considered these two 
continents as  big markets for 
Nigeria's gas and obviously may 
surpass Europe and America 
that are pushing 
vigorously for net-
z e r o  c a r b o n  
emission.

“Building on this 
c o n v e r g e n c e ,  
Nigeria as a key 

player in global energy security 
is addressing its challenges 
mainly, Fiscal, Security and Cost 
Competitiveness to stimulate 
investments in the oil and gas 
industry.

“ This include the recent 
passage of the Petroleum 
Industry Bill, the National Gas 
Expansion Programme and 
d e v e l o p m e n t  o f  g a s  
infrastructure such as the 
Ajaokuta- Kaduna-Kano (AKK) 
and the Obiafu-Obrikon-Oben 
(OB3) pipelines" Kyari said.

H e  r e i t e r a t e d  N i g e r i a ' s  
c o m m i t m e n t  t o  e n e r g y  
transition in the near future, 
adding that its huge gas 
resources would serve as a 
vehicle for the country's 
transition to cleaner sources of 
energy.

Mr Olatunji Akinwunmi, the 
Chairman, SPE, Nigeria Council, 
said it was in the interest of the 
country's oil and gas industry to 
be in phase with the rest of the 
w o r l d  r e ga r d i n g  e n e r g y  
transition.

Akinwunmi explained that 
novel technologies as well as 
digital transformation 
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initiatives should help in the direction of reducing 
both emissions 

and cost, which would render the industry 
products more accessible, more competitive, and 
more acceptable.

These convengence of  analysis on the global drive 
for net-zero carbon emmission by both the public 
and private operators in the Nigerian oil and gas 
industry  has  brought to fore the need to avoid 
and calm the intractable storms of the ambitious 
drive for the AKK pipeline project that will 
metarphous into the trans-saharan gas pipeline 
being pursued by the federal government. For the 
Minister has stated that the ambition of the 
government' is to build the pipelines. "And take 
our gas straight to Europe through Pipelines" he 
said. But with this new global energy order with a 
timeline of the year 2050. The time is short to 
embark on such humongous project and reap the 
desired benefit in the next 25 years from now. 

The  trans-Sahara gas pipeline is envisioned to run 
from Nigeria's gas wells through the Western 
Sahara Desert to Morocco and onwards to Europe 
the supposedly target market for the gas pipeline 
project. 

According to Sylva, Nigeria is building its portion 

and hoped to have it extended to Senegal and 
onwards to Morocco and other North African 
countries.  Morocco shares boundaries with 
Europe once it gets to Morocco it will hook up 
with other  pipeline system then  to Europe.

"President Muhammadu Buhari and the King of 
Morocco are very committed to it and we believe 
that we will take it to an advanced stage" he  said. 
Considering the socioeconomical importance of 
the intra-Nigerian conduit, especially to President 
Buhari who hails from the north, construction 
works on the AKK gas pipeline project started last 
year so the idea was really about finding a 
potential continuation thereof.

Sources from the  Presidency explained that the 
pipeline is very "dear" to Buhari. Femi Adesina, 
his advisor on media and publicity said Buhari 
wants to see the project succeed.

But considering the fact  that the entire Europe is 
in a hurry to transit to net-zero carbon emission 
what the government need to do is to expand  the 
pact Nigeria had signed with OCP Africa which is 
expected to utilize Nigerian gas and Moroccan 
phosphate to produce 750,000 tons of ammonia 
and one million tons of phosphate fertilizers 
annually by 2025. By expanding this agreement 

Avoiding and Calming the  Intractable Storms of the Ambitious AKK and  Trans-Sahara Gas Pipelines Projects
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Nigeria and Morocco can produce more 750,000 
tons of  ammonia and more than one million tons 
of phosphate fertilizer annually.
By this expansion more of the gas from Nigeria 
will be utilized to produce ammonia and 
phosphate and other  end products for 
agricultural inputs that can be exported to 
Europe instead of exporting Nigeria's gas to 
Europe. And this will see these products exported 
to generate the much-needed foreign currency.

Meanwhile, some government officials should be 
cautious of their public utterances and avoid the  
insinuation that the entire pipeline's viability is 
fraught with risks as some officials may had  
inadvertently stated that if the federal 
government “can get it to Kano, it can (just as 
well) continue all the way to Algeria” This is not 
encouraging.

More fundamental and basic in this whole 
pipeline project is security., No matter whatever 
rationale and reasons being advanced some 
industry experts insist that pursuing and building 
a pipeline project across a sparsely populated 
territory that has become one of the hottest 
spots for international terrorism is like flogging a 
dead horse.  Moreso is the fact of the fast moving 
train of the new global energy order of attaining a 
net-zero carbon emission in such a short period 
of time.
At the same time, the Algerian-Nigerian 
relationship can hardly be described as being so 
fantastic. It is said that in the late-2000s Algerian 
officials even went as far as to ask NNPC to prove 
its gas reserves, demanding a third-party 
assessment which, of course, was not received 

very well by Algeria's 
Yar'Adua administration. 

Furthermore, this project 
m a y  h e i g h t e n  t h e  
dichotomy between two 
k e y  N o r t h  A f r i c a n  
countries. Simultaneously 
l a u n c h i n g  t h e  s a m e  
project  towards two 
p o t e n t i a l  p a r t n e r  
countries, Morocco and 
Algeria may further strain 
t h e i r  r e l a t i o n s h i p .  

Aggravating their long-standing dispute over the 
future of Western Sahara.

It is said that there is no way Nigeria can 
guarantee the security of the pipeline all the way 
through the territory of Niger and southern 
Algeria, a region as impossible to control as one 
can only get.  And  that  Nigeria cannot even 
properly control its own territory with the Boko 
Haram insurgency remaining an ever-present 
threat after more than 12 years. These concerns 
have to be addressed.  Nigeria need to sign 
security pact with these North African countries 
to ensure that the pipeline running through their 
countries are secured.
Second, the pipeline was initiated when gas 
prices were still predominantly pegged to oil 
prices and has not been dovetailed to the realities 
of today's gas trading. Again the pipeline's price 
tag was assumed to be huge with NNPC as 
strained as a national oil company, funding for 
such an adventurous project no doubt  would be 
scarce.

The strained financial stature of NNPC is another  
weakness of the Trans-Saharan Pipeline, namely 
its reliance on Chinese financing. The federal 
government  understand well enough that they 
need external sources of funding – that is why the 
Nigerian section of the pipeline was to be 
financed by the Bank of China and Sinosure, the 
two reportedly committing $2.6 billion towards 
the project. 
This has prompted NNPC to start working on the 
AKK pipeline, presenting it as new form of a debt-
equity financing model that could render it 
economically viably, up to this moment  the 
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Chinese money is yet to arrive. Sources are 
insinuating  that Chinese financial institutions are 
reluctant to expose themselves too much with such a 
risky gas pipeline project.  NNPC is said to be seeking 
out alternative potential project partners to help 
continue the project. This can be achieved by 
engaging Nigerian investors who can Build  Operate 
and Maintain (BOM) these pipelines.

 The Minister said that AKK gas pipeline is good for 
producers and the market because there are a lot of 
situations where gas is capped in the South and not 
produced because there is no market.

“But what we want to 
do now is to bring the 
gas across Nigeria, so 
that when you are now 
moving gas from South 
to North, all the people 
along that corridor can 
key into that pipeline.
“What that means is 
that people will have 
access to gas anywhere 
in Nigeria. It will also 
enable Nigerians to 
invest in a gas-based 
industry anywhere in 
Nigeria.
“This is also good for 
the producer because 
he now has incentives 
t o  p ro d u c e  m o re .  
Before now, the gas in the South was capped but with 
this backbone, anybody can produce and link up with 
the AKK pipeline,”  Sylva said.

According to him, the construction of the AKK Gas 
Pipeline will eliminate gas flaring completely in the 
country as it will absorb the remaining eight per cent 
currently being flared.

“Today as we speak on gas flaring, it is so much 
exaggerated. Gas flaring has been reduced to about 
eight per cent. We have taken down about 92 per 
cent of flares.

“Gas flaring is no longer the major problem of our 
communities today. There has been a lot of 
monetisation on gas.

“All the gas that was going into NLNG was previously 
flared, all the gas going into the power plants was 
previously flared, and there is a lot of gas also being 
re-injected into the ground so that we don't flare it.
“We also use some of the gas to spike the crude oil, so 
we have found a lot of use for gas which brought 
flaring down by eight per cent, but people still 
exaggerate it.

“Before now in my own community, I saw the flares in 
the horizon when I stood by the Atlantic, but today 
it's no more.”

Mr Sylva urged 
communities in 
the Niger Delta 
t o  t a p  i n t o  
v a r i o u s  
opportunities 
created by the 
f e d e r a l  
government's 
gas utilisation 
projects and 
s t o p  
c o m p l a i n i n g  
a b o u t  t h e  
dangers of gas 
flaring which 
h a d  a l m o s t  
b e e n  
eliminated.

“Gas flaring is 
no longer a 

problem in the Niger Delta, eight per cent of gas 
being flared cannot be the problem.

“If I don't know what to do with my gas that is when I 
flare, but if I can monetise my gas, why should I burn 
it when I can make money out of it.

“In fact, it is in my interest not to burn my gas because 
it now has value. The problem with gas before was 
that it has no value because nobody was buying it.

“But now, if I can monetise it, I will be guarding it so 
that I can get some benefits from it,” Mr Sylva added.

Avoiding and Calming the  Intractable Storms of the Ambitious AKK and  Trans-Sahara Gas Pipelines Projects
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Oando Share Price Up by 10 Percent on Settlement with Regulator

hareholders of Oando Plc have heaved a sigh of 
relief, after months of lull in the activities of the 
leading indigenous oil conglomerates on the S

trading floor of Nigerian Stock Exchange, NSE, as the 
company saw transaction rising by 10 per cent in its 
share price in three days.

It could be recall that, after a plethora of court cases 
with counter judgments the investment community 
was greeted on the evening of Monday July 19, with 
the news of an amicable settlement to the long-
standing dispute between the Securities & Exchange 
Commission, SEC, and the management of Oando 
PLC.

At the last check, Oando has since joined the 
Exchange top gainers with a 9.87% increase in its 
share price from N3.97 on Friday, July 23, 2021, to 
N4.36 on Monday, July 26, 2021.

The share price appreciation can be attributed to the 
recent settlement which saw Adewale Tinubu and 
his Deputy, Omamofe Boyo remain at the helm of 
affairs in the organization. Following the settlement 
news, investors poured into the stock helping it top 
the gainer's chart.

Speaking on the jump in share price, an Oando 
shareholder who pleaded to remain anonymous said 
“We are glad that the dispute is finally over, and we 
thank the regulator and the management of Oando 
PLC for resolving the issue in the best interests of the 
shareholders. For four years, we the shareholders 
have been the ones on the receiving end. In just one 
week of settling, our share price has seen a 

significant increase. I 
am confident in the 
management of the 
company led by Wale 
Tinubu, other CEOs in 
his shoes might have 
caved in but he did 
not. He held strong to 
his belief and forged 
on till the end of the 
issue. I am hopeful 
that now that they are 
a b l e  to  b e  f u l l y  
f o c u s e d  o n  t h e  
business,  we the 
shareholders  wi l l  
soon start to see a 

return on our investment.”

A statement by the regulator reads that Oando 
neither denied nor accepted liability and the 
settlement will lead to the withdrawal of all 
pending court cases. Recall that Wale Tinubu and 
some of the company's affected Directors had sued 
the regulator for infringement of their fundamental 
human rights in 2019. However, with the 
settlement, Wale Tinubu and all affected Directors 
will be required to withdraw said court cases while 
remaining in their respective executive leadership 
roles managing the company.

In addition, there will also be “payment of a 
monetary sum; and an undertaking by the 
company to implement corporate governance 
improvements.”

Speaking on the settlement, another shareholder 
said: “The regulator has done what it ought to have 
done months ago. I commend them for making this 
landmark settlement. This is not a time to erode 
homegrown businesses but to nurture them so 
they can continue to create value for the capital 
market and country at large seeing as we are 
currently in a recession. I especially commend the 
resilience and perseverance of Wale Tinubu for 
seeing this dispute through to resolution.” Market 
players will be watching the impact of the signaling 
effect of the SEC settlement on Oando
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JV Oil Assets, Projects Gulped N219.4 Billion in Two Months – NNPC

The Nigerian National Petroleum Corporation spent 
a total of N219.4bn on oil and gas assets being 
developed through joint ventures with private firms 
as well as government priority projects in the first 
two months of this year.

The NNPC spent N108.93bn on the JV assets and the 
priority projects in January while N110.47bn was 
expended in February.

The NNPC transferred $80.32m (N30.44bn) and 
$84.36m (N31.98bn) to the JV cash call account as 
first line charge in January and February 
respectively.

According to data obtained from the corporation, a 
total of N176.7bn (N78.49bn each) went to JV cost 
recovery and government priority projects in 
January and February.

The NNPC, which represents the Federal 
Government in the JVs, has an obligation to make 
cash call payment for the development of the assets.

The nation's oil and gas production structure is 
majorly split between the JV (onshore and in shallow 
waters) and the Production Sharing Contracts in 
deepwater offshore.

Under the JV arrangement, both the NNPC and the 
private firms contribute to the funding of operations 

in the proportion of their equity holdings and 
generally receive the produced crude oil in the same 
ratio.

The money expended on the JV assets and the 
priority projects were taken from the proceeds from 
oil and gas exports and sale of domestic oil and gas.

Total revenue from oil and gas exports rose to 
$115.34m in February from $108.75m in January, 
while domestic sales proceed receipts fell to 
N159.24bn in February from N163.64bn in January, 
the NNPC data showed.

The corporation, in its latest monthly report, said, 
“Total export receipt of $115.34m was recorded in 
February 2021 as against $108.75m in January 2021. 
Proceeds from crude oil amounted to $30.99m 
while gas and miscellaneous receipts stood at 
$81.18m and $3.17m respectively.

“Of the export receipts, $30.99m was remitted to 
the Federation Account while $84.35m was 
remitted to fund the JV cost recovery for the month 
of February 2021 to guarantee current and future 
production.

“Total export crude oil and gas receipt for the period 
February 2020 to February 2021 stood at $2.22bn; 
out of which the sum of $1.28bn was transferred to 
JV Cash Call as first line charge and the balance of 
$0.94bn was paid into Federation Account.”
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Shell Hires Standard Chartered, Advances Exit Plans from Nigeria's Onshore

oyal Dutch Shell has hired 
Standard Chartered to sell R
i t s  S h e l l  P e t r o l e u m  

Development Company of Nigeria 
Limited (SPDC) subsidiary.
The firm has earlier launched the 
major divestment of its Nigerian 
assets, several sources familiar 
with the matter said.
SPDC operates the company's 
shallow-water and onshore asset 
interests via its 30% interest in the 
SPDC joint venture, which supplies 
around 10% of Nigeria's gas 
demand.
Sale documents were issued 
earlier this week and expressions 
of interest (EOIs) are due by 10 
September, the other source said.
The vendor is asking for non-
binding offers in the subsequent 
second phase, this source said.
Shell is selling the business 
because it no longer views its 
activities in the Niger Delta as core 
to its ongoing strategy, which is 
driven by the ESG pressure from its 
investors, both sources said, and as 
intimated by its CEO earlier this 
year.
Also, several of the oil mining 
leases (OMLs) have upcoming 

development costs, which Shell 
does not intend to fund, one of the 
sources added.
It will still retain its deepwater 
assets in the country, this source 
added.
The business will be worth several 
billions of dollars, this source said. 
Shell will want full-value offers for 
the business but is strategically 
driven in this disposal and will likely 
prefer low execution risk to waiting 
for a knockout offer, this source 
said.
It is very likely too large for any 
single acquiror, this and a third 
source, and a banker following the 
deal said.
The valuation will ultimately be 
derived from different views on the 
separate assets — the shallow-
water fields, the onshore fields and 
the infrastructure, for which there 
could be separate buyers, one of 
the sources said.
Alternatively, Shell may sell 
portions of equity in the whole of 
SPDC to different consortia of 
buyers, this source said.
Either way, buyers will need to 
have a local Nigerian element, this 
and another of the sources said.

The assets in 
the Niger Delta 
r e g i o n  a r e  
plagued with 
security issues 
and would, in 
particular, need 
a  ver y  lo ca l  
participant and 
lender, one of 
t h e  s o u r c e s  
said.
Private equity 
would struggle 
w i t h  t h i s  
associated risk 
and with the 

expected necessary investment in 
the portfolio, this source said.
Public-listed companies would 
struggle to raise equity to execute 
the deal, given the ESG-derived 
sentiment for oil and gas in the 
public markets, this source said. 
Local sponsors may be interested, 
but this would constitute a very 
transformational deal, and would 
need significant lender support, 
this source said.
An international, private group 
with operating expertise, for 
example Perenco, or a Chinese 
player might make most sense, this 
source said.
Shell and Standard Chartered 
declined to comment.
The SPDC JV is co-owned with Eni 
[BIT:ENI] via its NOAC subsidiary 
with 5%, TotalEnergies [EPA:FP] via 
its Total E&P Nigeria subsidiary 
with 10%, and Nigeria's national oil 
company NNPC with the remaining 
55%.
The joint venture owns 360 
producing oil wells, 60 producing 
gas well, and a network of 4,000 
kilometres of oil and gas pipelines 
and flowlines, Shell's website 
notes.
On 15 January this year, SPDC 
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completed the sale of its 30% interest in OML 17 in 
the Eastern Niger Delta, and associated 
infrastructure, to TNOG Oil and Gas Ltd, a related 
company of Heirs Holdings Ltd and Transnational 
Corporation of Nigeria Plc, for a consideration of 
USD 533m.
In 2020, output from the SPDC JV, together with 
Shell's SNEPCo subsidiary, fell from the record highs 
of 2019 but, at around 620kbpd of oil equivalent 
remained close to the five-year average of 625,000.
Nigeria is becoming an increasingly difficult 
jurisdiction in which to operate, a sector 
advisor following the sale said. Poor 
engagement by the government with 
international energy majors is driving many 
away, and this is further exacerbated by 
recent legislation such as the Nigerian 
Petroleum Bill, this advisor noted.
Shell first announced its plans to sell down 
its Nigerian onshore interests during its 
annual general meeting in May. “We have 
been reviewing positions that continue to 
be challenged from an environmental 
perspective … and a particular point of 
attention has been onshore oil in Nigeria,” 
its CEO Ben van Buerden said.
Over the last 10 years we have reduced the 
total number of licences in onshore Nigeria 

by half. But unfortunately, our remaining onshore oil 
operations continue to be subject to sabotage and 
theft … This means that the balance of risk and 
reward associated with our onshore oil portfolio in 
Nigeria is no longer compatible with our strategic 
ambitions. Because of this, we have started 
discussions with the Nigerian government to align 
on a way to move forward.
We've drawn that conclusion, and we're now talking 
to the Nigerian government on the way forward.”

Shell Hires Standard Chartered, Advances Exit Plans from Nigeria's Onshore
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here are now serious 
concerns that Nigeria may Tbecome a dumping ground 

for for disused fossil energy 
technology as it seems the nation 
is not ready yet for post petroleum 
economy.

The federal government had 
maintained over time that Nigeria 
is not in a hurry to abandon her 
huge petroleum resources and the 
development and rush into net- 
zero carbon emission technology.

For instance the Minister of State 
for Petroleum Resources, Chief 
Timiprya Sylva had insisted  
categorical ly that Nigeria's  
approach towards the climate-
change-net-zero-emission debate 
is to optimize the use of its 
a b u n d a n t  g a s  r e s o u r c e  
domestically as a transition fuel 
option towards meeting nationally 
determined contributions on 
climate change

But the Environmental Rights 
Action/ Friends of the Earth 
Nigeria (ERA/FoEN) has expressed 

the need for African countries to 
urgently embrace renewable 
energy sources so as not to be left 
behind in the ongoing rapid global 
movement from dirty energy to 
clean energy.

ERA/FoEN stated that time was 
running out against African 
countries in catching up with the 
rest of the world by their slow 
approaches to accepting and 
investing in Renewable energy.

I n A f r i c a  t h e y  
said,thereisthegenuinefearofener
gycolonialismifallthedisusedando
bsoleteenergysystemsandpetrole
nginesandvehiclesareshippedtoAf
ricaasGreekgiftsorevenforsale.
“Thismeansthatthethirdworldcou
ntrieswouldbeadumpinggroundw
hichwillhaveseriousimpactonthee
nvironment,healthandgeneralwell
beingofthepeople"Executive 
Director of ERA/FoEN, Dr. Godwin 
Uyi Ojo said.

Ojo noted in his keynote address 
titled: “Transitional Justice and 
Nigeria Beyond Oil”  during the 

opening of a two-day conference 
on Cl imate Justice in Port 
Harcourt, Rivers State, on Tuesday 
that there is  the need for African 
countries, particularly Nigeria, to 
divest funds from fossil fuels to 
renewable energy.

Ojo said that whereas on a global 
level, countries are making 
comprehensive plans to transit 
from fossil fuels to renewable 
energy sources and cleaner 
technologies by the year 2030 in 
line with the Paris Agreement of 
2015, Nigeria was still neck deep in 
seeking investments for oil 
prospecting.

According to him, by 2025, some 
E u r o p e a n  c o u n t r i e s  h a v e  
committed to end production of 
petrol-diesel cars and fully 
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embrace renewable energy. Already, there are trade-
in schemes to get rid of petrol-diesel cars in place of 
the emerging and fast spreading electric cars in 
developed countries.

“How will Africa react to this pending crisis waiting to 
happen and how will the rich countries respond to 
this during the COP 26 coming up in Glasgow later in 
the year?" Ojo demanded.

“Transitional justice requires that rich countries pay 
ecological debts to compensate for Nigeria's 
stranded assets such as oil and gas reserves, account 
for the historical carbon emissions released into the 
atmosphere and address loss and damage for 
fairness and equity including payment of 
compensation to victims of climate change,” Ojo 
further stated.

While reasoning that Nigeria beyond oil is very 
feasible with several benefits accruable to the 
country, the Executive Director of ERA/FoEN noted 
that his organisation and its allies including civil 
society groups, community-based organisations, 
community representatives across Nigeria have 
recognized the urgent need for energy transition 
from fossil fuels to renewable energy.

He, however, expressed displeasure over the slow 
migration from dependence on fossils by the federal 
government which is still neck deep in seeking 
investments for oil prospecting especially in the 
Gongola/ Chad Basins and has committed billions of 
dollars to the expansion of Nigeria's oil and gas 
reserves.

"Is this the right move for Nigeria? This shows that 
Nigeria is not ready for a post petroleum economy, 
he wondered.

Ojo insisted that the disadvantages of fossil fuels are 
far greater than their advantages whereas 
renewable particularly solar energy has all round 
advantages without any dangerous impact on the 
users and the environment.

“The divestment of public finance, loans and 
subsidies from fossil fuels and investing them on 
renewable energy development and development of 
cleaner technologies offers the opportunity for a 
post petroleum Nigeria,” Ojo concluded.

Energy Transition: Nigeria May Become a Dumping Ground 
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Aiteo Group Equips the Navy with High-Tech Marine 
Assets Against Pipeline Vandalisation

he Aiteo Group, one of Africa's fastest-growing 
energy leaders has delivered some High-Tech T
Marine assts to the Nigerian Navy to equip them 

in the fight against pipeline vandalisation.
Aiteo said the Nigerian Navy has just taken inventory 
of an assortment of 50 assault gunboats, high-speed 
interceptor boats, patrol boats, houseboats, HD 
cameras and surveillance drones to tackle economic 
crimes and sabotage in the nation's marine territory
The assets, which were donated by Aiteo at NNS 
Pathfinder, Rivers State, include 21 gunboats, 14 
operational/patrol boats, seven houseboats and four 
airboats. Others are four high-speed interception 
inshore patrol boats, long-range surveillance drones 
and six high-definition cameras.
Receiving the items on behalf of the Buhari-led 
Federal Government of Nigeria, the Navy Chief, Vice 
Admiral Awwal Z Gambo, said the resources would be 
deployed to the creeks to fight oil theft, piracy and sea 
robbery specifically along the NCTL right of way.

He opined that the donation was the manifestation of 
months of collaboration with critical maritime 
stakeholders to support naval operations.
“The delivery of these platforms and assets align with 
the provisions of the Nigerian Navy's 2021-2030 
strategic plans on inter-agency and sub-regional 
cooperation. This is a milestone in our collaborative 
engagement with corporate maritime stakeholders to 
rid the nation's maritime environment of criminal 
elements and economic saboteurs.
To this end, these platforms will enhance the navy 
maritime security architecture and enhance our 
maritime security operations effort” Gambo said.
He commended Aiteo for the highly patriotic donation 
at this crucial time, considering the on-going war 
against insecurity.

The Naval boss also sought the support of other 
corporate organisations to enable the navy deploy 
more security properties and halt the growing 
criminal activities in Nembe Creek Trunk Line, NCTL 
which traverses Nembe, Bayelsa to Bonny, Rivers 
State.
Present at the event is the Chief of Defence Staff, 
General Lucky Irabor, who said that the new 
resources would be deployed to complement 
other internal security operations across the 
country.
The defence chief gave assurances that the marine 
vessels would be used for their set objectives of 
securing lives and property, including the nation's 
oil and gas installations.
In his remarks at the event, Governor of Rivers 
State, Barrister Nyesom Wike, represented by the 
Secretary to the Government of Rivers State, Dr. 
Tammy Danagogo, expressed appreciation to Aiteo 
for the donation.
In his address, the Executive Vice Chairman and 
founder of Aiteo, Mr. Benedict Peters, said the 
company decided to donate the equipment to the 
Navy, owing to frequent attacks on critical oil and 
gas facilities by vandals. Mr. Peters, who was 
represented by Aiteo Global Group Director and 
Co-Ordinator, Asset Protection, Security Services 
and Community Matters, Chief Andrew Oru, 
expressed enthusiasm that the donated resources 
would further complement the Federal 
Government's efforts at mitigating the risks earlier 
highlighted.
“Aiteo Global Group believes that the Nigerian 
Navy stands in the best position to address this 
menace if adequately equipped and supported . 
Consequently, it is our expectation that the 
contribution of these hardware would be a source 
of further motivation to our gallant Nigeria Navy 
leadership and personnel as they secure our 
waterways and restore National pride, security and 
cohesion” he added.
Significant stakeholders who witnessed this grand 
commissioning include, the deputy governor of 
Bayelsa State, Mr. Lawrence Ewhrudjakpo, the 
GMD NNPC was represented by the General 
Manager, Joint Ventures, NAPIMS, Madam Martina 
Atuchie, and Director of NOSDRA, Mr. Idris O. 
Musa. The commander of the Joint Task Force, 
OPDS, Rear Admiral Aminu Hassan as well as other 
heads of security agencies made the August 
gathering.
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